Consequently, the unambiguous observation o£ a new Kw resonant state would be o£ particular interest, since it would imply the existence of either a complete new unitary multiplet whose other members remain to be discovered, or a phenomenon whose explanation must be sought outside the conventional unitary symmetry. sch~m.e. 5 • 6 tn order to ·s~arch ·for possible S = +1 unstable meson states, we have studied the effective •mass distributions !or K1r systems produced in w-+ p interactions over a wide momentum interval~ In this Letter we report evidence that strongly indicates the existence of a. weakly coupled unstable state of. the Kw system 7 with mass ""'1l.6 :t: 3 MeV and full-width r ~ ZO MeV.
No determination of the spin or parity was possible although the data. indirectly support the isotopic spin assignment I = 1/Z.
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The data were obtained during an extensive exposure of the Lawrence • and Y decay may be expected. Some evidence for the existence of such an elfect is provided by both the marked tendency for the " decays to populate
• -+ 0 the Y 0 bands in the I: 11' K final tJtate, and the apparent diffcn-ence in widths for the K+ ·" 0 and K 0 ,. + decay mvdes. 14 A straightforward interpretation o£ the data favors 'the assignment I = 1/Z for the ". Most important, perhaps, is the absence of an enhance-. mentinthe llii3/Z K 0 w-system (Fig, 1) . l!the I-spinofthe «were 3/Z, both the l = 1/Z and I = 3/2 components of the initial '"'-+ p · system. Rev. Lettere 8, 447 (1962) , already have discussed preliminary evidence for such a state based upon an analysis of a small fraction of the present data. See also reference 9.
The major ambiguity arises in the correct assignment of events to the • This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.
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